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Abstract:
Underground cables inserted in an overhead line (this kind of link is called a « siphon »), are subjected to stresses that are different from those of classical underground lines (installed between two substations). The points to be studied are:

- the voltage rises due to 50 Hz faults, which will govern the sheath bonding method,
- the transient potential rises due to switching or lightning impulses, which will give us the type of Surge Voltage Limiter to be used and the associated maximum bonding lead length,
- the operating conditions, which will determine the reclosure and protection systems policies,
- the installation of the terminations, which will be as convenient as possible.

1-Introduction

Because of environmental and technical constraints, utilities have in some cases to build mixed lines, composed of an underground cable link inserted in an overhead line. In this paper, the underground section of a mixed line is called « siphon ».

The terminations of the underground cable are not set up in substations. This generates some specific difficulties which do not exist for classical underground lines (connected between two substations).

These difficulties concern:

- the voltage rises due to 50 Hz faults; these faults may occur either on the overhead line or on the underground cable;

2-Sheath overvoltages: maximum feasible underground length/major section

2.1 General

We need to protect the main insulation, the cables sheaths, and the cross bonding joints, both during lightning impulses and 50 Hz faults.

The withstand levels for the French 225 kV cables are the following: